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Abstract : Quasi projectile-particle et particle-particle coincidence measurements in intermediate energy heavy ions interactions are reviewed and their interpretation is discussed.
I -IIJTRODUCTION
The purpose of this talk is to discuss the interest, for a better understanding of peripheral reactions in the intermediate energy domain, of light particles coincidence measurements. It is customary to begin such a review by defining what are the intermediate energies and explain why we need to introduce this concept. W e call intermediate energies a domain which goes roughly from 10 MeV per nucleon to 100 iBeV per nucleon and which bridges two regions where the heavy ions physics is quite well understood but radically different. Uilder 10 I,!leV/u, the heavy ions reactions are d~minated by collective effects'''').
Let us consider for iastance a nucleus-nucleus interaction at 10 MeVIu. The de Braglie wave l e n s h associated with a nucleon belonging to the projectile is 3 fm {we have supposed equal masses for the projectile and target nuclei). This is notably larger than the mean internucleon distance inside the nucleus ( 1 . 2 fm) and so every incident nucleon 'sees' several nucleons of the target. In addition, Pauli exclus h n principle hinders most of the individual nucleon nucleon interactions : this low e n e r m region is the domain of mean field theory and one body dissipation processes. The interaction time is generally l o n~ enough to allow equilibration of the internal degrees of freedom. Central collisions will lead to fusion, more peripheral collisims maialy to deep inelastic processes and very peripheral collisions to transfer reactians. Above 100 MeVIu, the cmditions are completely different(3) : for a 100 MeV/u nucleus-nucleus collision, the de Braglie wave length associated with a nucleon of the pr~jectile is n3w . 9 fm which is close to the iaternucleon distance : every incoming iiucleon can see now individually the nucleons of the target and as the Pauli blocking iacomes less and less effective when the energy increases, the high energy heavy i3. 1 reactions will be governed by the nucleon nucleon interactions. Central collisions will lead to explosians and peripheral interactions to fragmentation. The interaction time is not large enough to attain equilibration and some non equilibrated phenomena c~u l d be expected such as hot spots or compression effects. I shall restrict myself in this paper to peripheral interactions. That is to say for experimentalists, either reactions in which a nucleus with a mass and a velocity close td that of the projectile is detected or interactions characterized by a low light particle multiplicity .
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The tra~isition between low energy deep inelastic and transfer processes aad high energy fragmentation has to take place somewhere between 10 and 100 PJeVlu. It has been thought at first that even at energies as low as 20 MeVIu the high energy fragneiltation was already established(4), but it was rapidly recognized that this was not so simple and that we are facing intermediate processes with some characters reminiscent from the low energy regime and other similar to high energy reactions. At high energy, the momentum distributions of the frazmentation products are well described by gaussian shapes : 2/2az e -(~/ / -~A 2 ) 2 0 2 d3 a/dp3a e-P 0' can be expressed in terms of the masses Ap of the beam and Af of the quasi-projectile fragment :
P The meaning sf the constant a can be uaderstood in two different ways(5) : i) In a first model, the projecgle dissociates instantaneously, the fragmentation products distribution reflects the internal distribution of the nucleons inside the projectile and a. can be related to the Fermi energy : oo = P F I J~ ; ii) Alternatively, after the c~llision, the excited quasi-projectile reaches equilibrium at temperature T and then dissaciates.
is then related to T by :
Above 100 MeVIu, the fragmentation experimental results are compatible with a unique value of a . around 90 MeVlc. An example can be seen in figure 1 which shows the a, extracted for different quasi projectile from 213 MeVIu Ar+C data(6).
Between 10 and 100 MeV/u, the situation is different (7,8,9,10,11, 12,) .
-The momentum distributions of the fragmentation products are no more pure gaussians (see fig. 2).
-The best a, is found to depend on the incident energy ( fig. 3) ; -For a given incident energy, q , depends on the mass of the fragment ( fig. 4 ) . 27 MeV/u Ar+Zn system (19) . i) The competition between transfer and fragmentation ; ii) t h e competition between prompt and sequential fragmentation ; iii) The possible onset of t h e participant spectator process ;
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In the second part of my talk I shall discuss t h e results of light particle correlations experiments.
I1 -QUASi PROJECTILE -LIGHT PARTICLE COINCIDENCES
A schematic illustration 3f t h e different rocesses t h a t may contribute t o t h e projec-B tile like fragments is given in figure 5 (1 1. One may o b s e r v e p u r e t r a n s f e r reactions p u r e fragnentation reactions o r mixed processes.
11-1 : The competition between transfer and fragmentation :
Considering t h e Fermi spheres in the momentum space of t h e projectile and target nuclei for different incoming energies ( or I50 in 60 MeVlu nitrogen induced reactions on various targets (23) . Transfers have also been identified by high resolution measurement in the 160+208~b system at 50 MeVIu (24) ; -Careful analysis of the ener spectra showing that two contributions (fragmentation and transfer) are needed?%). Figure 7 shows such a decomposition for some nuclei produced in the 27 MeVlu 40Ar+58~i reaction. But the best way to separate transfer and fragmentation is of course to perform exclusive experiments. Several techniques have been used : streamer chamber(26) plastic box which surrounds almost completely the target with six plastic scintillators (27) . Transfer reactions have easily identified : they correspond to reactions for which no signal can be found in the walls of the box : with this technique, transfer probabilities have been measured for the 2 0~e + 1 9 7~u system at 11 and 17 M~v / u (~~) . 
FIGLRE 9 : E x p e r i m e n t a l s e t up u s e d i n the 35 MeV A r i A g and A r i A u e x p e r i m e n t s ( 2 9 , 5 6 , 5 7 ) . P r o j e c t i l e -l i k e f r a g m e n t s a r e d e t e c t e d b y t h e E-AE t e l e s c o p e . T a r g e t r e s i d u e s a r e d e t e c t e d e i t h e r b y the f i r s t e l e m e n t o f the E-AE t e l e s c o p e o r b y t h e TOF t e l e s c o p e . F i s s i o n f r a g m e n t s a r e d e t e c t e d i n c o i n c i d e n c e b y t h e TOF t e l e s c o p e and the p a r a l l e l p l a t e s d e t e c t o r . F i n a l l y , c o i n c i d n t f o r w a r d e m i t t e d l i g h t p a r t i c l e s a r e i d e n t i f i e d i n the p l a s t i c ~a 1 1 '~~) . E'lGUxE 10 : E n e r g y s p e c t r a o f t h e Z=16 q u a s i p r o j e c t i l e p r o d u c e d i n t h e 35 MeV/u A r i A g s y s t e m i n c o i nc i d e n c e w i t h n o p a r t i c l e , o r a n a l p h a p a r t i c l e , o r a p r o t o n ( 2 9 ) .
Blab in degree
FIGURE 1 1 : A n g u l a r d i s t r i b u t i o n o f t h e t r a n s f e r p r o b a b i l i t i e s f o r t h e 35 MeV/u A r i A g ~~s t e m (~9 ) .
-Another possibility to separate transfer from fragmentation consists of using a 4.n neutron detector to measure the total energy removed from the target by neutron evaporation : transfer reactions (from the projectile to the target) are associated with large excitations of the target, whereas projectile break up leads to small excitation of the target(34).
-Transfer reactions can also be identified by detecting in coincidence a quasi projectile and the gamma emitted by the target. This technique has been used to isolate transfer reactions in the 30 MeVlu N+Tm and N+Yb systems (35) .
The results of these experiments have shown that up to three charges away from the projectile the contribution of transfer reactions in the 'fragmentation peak' remains important at intermediate energies ( fig. 12 and 13). Several authors have proposed models to calculate the transfer cross sections in the intermediate energy domain (36, 37, 38, 39, 40) but a complete description of the data would imply a good knowledge of the high momenta tail of Fermi distribution of the nucleons in the nuclei( 37). 
f r a g m e n t a t i o n c r o s s s e c t i o n r a t i o f o r
To learn more about the fragmentation process and distinguish between sequential and light particles has to be performed. This has been done for iistance i ; an experiment conducted at SARA on the 35 MeV Ne+Al system (42) . The apparatus is quite similar to the one used at GANIL in the 35 MeV Ar+Ag experiment : here again the forward particles are identified in a scintillator wall (19 elements covering from 2 to 10 degrees). The correlation between 160 fragment and alpha particles shows clearly that most of the incident neon nuclei dissociate outside the field of the target :
companied by transfer reactions. The importance of pure transfer reactions suggests that most of fragmentations could belong to the last category. This is confirmed by the exclusive experiment performed at GANIL on the 35 MeVIu Ar+Ag system (29) : The total charge intercepted in a forward cone of 30 degrees aperture (see figure 9 ) does not show any enhancement for the value of the beam charge, indicating that the fragmentation is accompanied by nucleons exchange between target and projectile or quasi projectile ( fig. 14) . Another indication that the target does not stay passive during the fragmentation can be found in the slowing down of the quasi projectile fragments as com~ared to the 
FIGURE 14 : T o t a l c h a r g e i n t h e p l a s t i c w a l l i n c o i n c i d e n c e w i t h a Z=15 q u a s i p r o j e c t i l e i n the 35 MeV/u Ar+Ag s y s t e m ( 4 1 ) .
an unambiguous signature of this process is the observation for a given detection angle of two families of events corresponding respectively to forward and backward emission of the alpha particle in the system of the excited neon ( fig. 15 ). However an important percentage of the events (40%) cannot be explained by sequential break up and are thus candidates for a prompt break up mechanism. Other experiments on light ions have also looked for the presence of a prompt break up component(43f. ( 4 7 ) and ~i +~b ( 4 3 ) at 10 MeVlu ; -N+A1 at 30 Mevlu(48) ; -20Ne+Nb(49) and 2 2~e +~b ( 5 0 ) at 30 MeVIu. However, more of these difficult experiments have to be undertaken with heavier projectiles and at different energies before we could have a good idea of the fragmentation mechanisms at intermediate energy. The participant spectator model (51,52,53) has been successful in describing the high energy peripheral interactions. It predicts in the final state the presence of two fragments 9 remnants of the incident nuclei (a quasi projectile moving with a velocity close to that ment with an abrasive model(f955). However, the best way to identify a participant spectator process would be to detect in an exclusive experiment the projectile like and target like fragments as well as light particles belonging to the participant zone. Such a decisive experiment has not been made yet but semi-exclusive data are now available on Ar+Ag and Ar+Au systems at 35 MeVlu : slow heavy residues and fission fragments have been detected in coincidence with forward light nuclei and particles intercepted by the plastic wall(56.57). Only the most peripheral events can be described by transfers from the projectile to the target. The other events could be created by an abrasion process, but the standard participant-spectator model cannot describe the data : the heavy fragment velocities are too large to be compatible with the hypothesis of a purely spectator target. However, if one includes reabsorption of some of the participants by the projectile and the target(58), the velocity and angular distributions of the fragments can be understood(59). W e have compared the velocity spectra of light particles detected in coincidence with target like and projectile like fragments with the predictions of this modified participant spectator model. The shape of these spectra seems to be incompatible with the presence of nucleons originating from a thermalized participant zone : the low energy component of the light particles velocity spectrum is in quite good agreement, in shape, position and magnitude with the predicted evaporation from the target but the participant protons obviously cannot fit in the experimental distribution ( fig. 16 ). Of course, the energy of 35 MeV/u is somewhat low to look for a participant spectator process and similar experiments and analyses have to be done at higher energies. 
FIGURE 16 : V e l o c i t y s p e c t r a o f forward l i g h t p a r t i c l e s i n c o i n c i d e n c e w i t h a s l o w t a r g e t -l i k e f r a g m e n t a n d a q u a s i p r o j e c t i l e i n the 35 MeV/u Ar+Au s y s t e m (59.). a ) E x p e r i m e n t a l ' p r o t o n ' v e l o c i t y s p e c t r u m . T h i s d i s t r i b u t i o n i n c l u d e s f r e e p r o t o n s a s : L, ---w e l l a s p r o t o n s c o n t a i n e d i n a l p h a p a r t i c l e s .
.4 -
T h e a r r o w i n d i c a t e s the beam v e l o c i t y . A c r u d e d e c o m p o s i t i o n i n h i g h v e l o c i t y a n d l o w v e l o c i t y .2c o m p o n e n t s h~s beer? made, w i t h r e s p e c t i v e multiplicities o f 1.2 and 1.5 p e r e v e n t . b ) and c ) P r e d i c t e d p r o t o n y i e l d s i n the p l a s -.4t i c w a l l i n the h y p o t h e s i s of a n a b r a s i o n a b l at i o n p r o c e s s . T h e e x c i t e d t a r g e t and t h e h e a t e d p a r t i c i p a n t z o n e a r e s u p p o s e d t o e v a p o r a t e o n l y n u c l e o n s . F i g u r e 1 6 b a n d 1 6 c s h o w s r e s p e c t i v e 1 y
r o t o n s e v a p o r a t e d b y t h e t a r g e t ( m u l t i p l ic i t y = .851 and t h o s e o r i g i r l a t i n g f r o m t h e p a r -
v ill C~II/IIS t i c i p a n t r e g i o n ( m u l t i p l i c i t y = 1 . 6 ) .
11-4 : Conclusion on quasi projectile-particle coincidences
Fragmentllight particle coincidence experiments are a good tool to study the peripheral interactions in the intermediate energy region. W e have seen that : transfer and fragmentation reactions are in competition ; -the fragmentation process includes sequential dissociation as well as direct break up ; concerning the participantlspectator process, no definitive conclusion can be reached : this model seems necessary to explain some fragmentlfragment experiments ( 54,33) ; it succeeds also in predicting the characteristics (mass, velocity, angle) of the fragments in the 35 MeVlu Ar+Au system, but the eventual participant nucleons are nat seen. Thought similar in various aspects to high energy heavy ion reactions, intermediate energy peripheral collisions cannot be described by high energy models. A new generation of promising models including nucleon nucleon interactions together with mean field effects have appeared(609 61). A detailed confrontation of these models with physical reality will require new experiments as exclusive as possible.
I11 -TWO PARTICLE CORRELATIONS
Various models elaborated to explain particle emission in intermediate energy heavy ion reactions are based on the hypothesis of the existence of localized sources constituted of a subset of nucleons and characterized by their spatial extension, their mean life and their temperature(62). Light particle correlations at small relative momentum (interferometry) provide a powerful technique to reach these parameters. First, I shall recall briefly the basic ideas and formalism of the interferometry technique. Then, the experimental correlation results in the intermediate energy domain, for small and large relative momenta, will be reviewed.
111-1 : Interferometry : ideas and formalism
The interferometry was first introduced to measure the spatial extension of stellar objects (63) . The application of this method to nuclear physics was then proposed by ~o~i l o v ( 6 4 ) .
The idea relies on quanta1 properties of identical particles : the correlation function is expected to show deviation from its mean value when both particles belong to the same phase space cel1,this deviation being positive (enhancement) for identical bosons and negative (decrease) for identical fermions. The width of the positive or negative peak is related to the probability to find both particles at the same point of the phase space : it provides therefore a mean to evaluate the space-time extension of the objet which emits the two particles. Assuming for instance a source of radius r and lifetime t , the correlation function writes :
where the + sign refers to the nature of the particles ( + for bosons,for fer- this emitting zone the probability to form a resonance depends on the distribution law of the FIGURE 17 : Correlations between two negative pions emitted i n the 1.8 GeV/u A~+KC!L a ) Projected correlation functions. b ) Contours for the 68% and 95% confidence l e v e l s for joint determination o f r and t .
relative momentum of the constituants of the resonance. Therefore, if the momentum distributions of the particles emitted by the hot zone are determined by a unique parameter, for example the temperature for a thermalized emitter, the probability to detect a resonance is directly related to this parameter. W e shall refer also, for comparison, to the 400 MeVIu Ca+Ca and Nb+Nb correlation measurements (82) .
The results of these experiments are generally analyzed in terms of incoherent emission by a hot localized source, but, before going in the details of the interpretation, let us point out two exceptions : in the 20 MeV/u Ne+Au experiment which is presented in a contribution to this conference(67), the authors have measured the forward alpha-alpha correlations and have found them compatible with a sequential decay of the quasi-projectile.
the p-p correlations in the 25 MeV/u O+C and O+Al reactions can be explained by a thermal emission of 2~e by the compound nucleus. However, the authors exclude this type of interpretation for heavier targets(68).
The other experiments are in qualitative agreement with the hypothesis of an expanding and cooling source : i) for the 25 MeVIu O+Au system, the pp correlation function leads to a radius of 4 fermis for the emitting zone. If a selection is made on the protons energy, it is found that this radius varies : the higher the energy, the smaller the emitting zone ( figure 20) . This is an indication that high energy protons are emitted first, by a very localized and very excited source, whereas low energy protons come later from a larger volume(70). A radius of 6 to 8 fermis has been deduced from the d-d correlations(69). Here again, the variation of r with the nature of the correlated particles is in agreement tion is larger than the p-p one, so when the emitting zone expands, its density crosses first a value for which the proton proton interaction stops and later a lower value for which the deuteron deuteron stops ; then the radius measured from d-d correlations is expected to be larger than that deduced from p-p correlations (freeze out model ( 66) These results are consistent with particle emission from a subsystem which is in the process of cooling and expanding. The temperatures determined in this experiment (Ta5 MeV) are notably lower than that obtained from single particle inclusive cross sections (15 to 20 ~e~) ( 8 3 ) and considerably higher than that deduced from the measurement of ground and long lived resonant states relative roduction (T<1 ~e V ) ( 8~) .
These discrepancies can be qualitatively understood(71y : the single particle inclusive spectra are sensitive to collective motion ; the determination of T from ground and particle-stable resonant states may be biased by feeding of the ground state from higher lying states.
iii) The 60 MeVlu Ar+Au reaction has been studied at GANIL. The experimental set up included : an array of 13 telescopes arranged in closed packed geometry for small relative angle correlations ; a set of 8 telescopes situated at large angles ; the forward plastic wall of 96 AE scintillators, triggered either by two particle coincidences in the telescopes or by scaled down single events. The spatial extension and the temperature of the emitting source have been determined for several light particle pairs and correlated with the plastic wall multiplicity. The more striking results are the following : using the a-d production, a source radius of 5.5 fermi ( figure 19 ) and a tempera- The first couple of resonances leads to T=4. 6+.7 MeV, the second one to T=4. 2+.5 ~e v ( 7 6 ) .
-The a-d correlation function varies rapidly with the multiplicity in the plastic wa11(78,80) ; the r parameter increases fram 4.5 to 8 fm when the multiplicity goes from 0 to 15 ( figure 22) . In spite of the limited solid angle subtended by the multidetector, it can be proved that low measured multiplicities are rather associated with large im act parameters d; while large measured multiplicities characterize central collisions(8 .
The variation of r with the impact parameter which has already been found at higher energy(82) (figure 23), may reflect simply the variation of the spatial extent of the emitting system. But another interpretation has also been proposed : in the r determination the life time t of the heated zone is always forced to be zero. Would t be Ed, (MeV) allowed to vary, one could keep r almost independant of the multiplicity (see figure  17b for an example of r , t correlation). Thus, an alternative explanation ~f the results of fig. 22 could be that the radius of the emitting system is roughly constant, but the characteristic emission time is proportional to the collision time associated with each impact parameter value. .
4'
0 50 180 $ on the same side or to opposite sides with respect to the beam. These results can be explained by a ratating source model and by the interplay between nuclear shadowing and momentum conservation effects. However, an experiment made XI the 85 MeVIu C+Au system has given different results : the p-p and d-d correlation functions vary monotonically with the azimuthal angle and present only a smooth back peaking( 90,81) ( figure 24) . At 60 MeVIu, the results are rather similar to those of the 85 MeVlu experiment : except for the pp correlation with a gold target (which is flat), the correlation functions increase monotonically from Q =0° to @ =180°, the slope being steeper for heavier particles and Iighter target. This behaviour can be qualitatively understood by the phase space constraints imposed by momentum conservation.
have been calculated for several windows of the light particles multiplicity. A striking result is the presence of a multiplicity dependant minimum in the beam direction. No definitive explanation has been proposed to explain the existence of this minimum.
111-4
: Conclusions on particle-particle correlations : 
One o f the p r o t o n s i s d e t e c t e d a t a f i x e d a n g l e o f -7 0°, 0 i s the d e t e ct i o n a n g l e o f t h e s e c o n d p r o t o n . T h r e e windows i n the p l a s t i c w a l l mu1 t i p l i c i t y h a v e b e e n d e f i n e d :
---M u l t i p l i c i t y b e t w e e n 0 and 3 , , -M u l t i p l i c i t y b e t w e e n 4 and 6
. .-, M u l t i p l i c i t y l a r g e r t h a n 6 systems, at different energies and with different couples of particles lead to rather coherent results on : the radius r of the emitting zone its temperature T the evolution of r with the nature of the correlated particles and with the impact parameter of the collision. However a number of questims and problems remain , such as :
the correlatior. method allows in principle a joint determination of both parameters r and t , but due ta a lack of statistics axd to mathematical problems, the spatial extent of the emitting zone is always determined in the hyp~thesis of a zero life time. How sensitive
